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PROPOSITIONS
1. Severe cloud cover is the main reason for monitoring tropical trees with an
active microwave system.
(This Thesis)
2. Use of two orthogonal interferometric SAR data acquisitions is for threedimensional canopy reconstruction at C-band more promising than multibaseline interferometric SAR (tomographic SAR).
(This Thesis)
3. The Gibbs Markov random field model which is frequently applied to image
reconstruction problems is a physical representation in which the cause and
effect relation between the basic parameters (clique potentials, system temperature) and the model output (the random field) cannot be interpreted in
a straightforward way.
4. Experiment isthe solejudge of scientific 'truth'.
(Richard P. Feynman, 1963)
5. Color visualisation methods for scientific data may lead to misinterpretation
of spatial patterns when human visual perception isnot accounted for in the
mapping from data value to displayed color.
6. Helium and sun powered airships should be considered as candidates for
solving current constipation of the Dutch traffic system.
7. The decision taken by the International Tennis Federation to increase the
sizeof the tennis ball by six percent is a clear disadvantage for service volley
players.
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Abstract
Varekamp, C , 2000. Canopy reconstruction from interferometric SAR. Doctoral
thesis, Wageningen University, The Netherlands.
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) is investigated as a method
for 3D tree mapping. When operational, the method may be important for monitoring forests with a persistent cloud cover such as tropical rain forests. The
problem of crown displacement due to lay-over in a vegetation with a large vertical variation in scatterer height is studied. It is shown that crown displacements
can be corrected for, by using coherence. An analytical expression for the coherence is derived which can be used for crown position corrections. The model is
validated and shown to be consistent with observations. The water cloud model
has been extended with interferometric phase, coherence and crown geometry.
This model is used to simulate realistic InSAR images of a 3D forest canopy using
measurements of 1064trees. It isvalidated by comparing observed with simulated
image statistics. The normalised second intensity moment, coherence histogram
and coherence autocorrelation inrange direction are used for this purpose. Results
indicate a good agreement at C-band for an extinction coefficient of 0.3m _ 1 . Two
image transforms are derived based on Gaussian scattering assumptions. These
transforms may be used for automated canopy reconstruction. Finally, the simulation method and the intensity image transform are used to study the effect of
InSAR system parameters on the position accuracy.
Key-words: Interferometry, synthetic apertureradar, lay-over, VanCittert-Zernike
Theorem, inversion, spatial filtering, template matching, tropical forest.
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Chapter 1
General introduction
1.1

I n S A R for tree mapping

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is a coherent active microwave imaging method
that achieves high azimuth resolution by utilizing the Doppler spread of the echo
signal [4], [8]. As an active system, SAR provides its own illumination independent of sunlight. Unlike optical systems, SAR can operate under most weather
conditions because microwaves can penetrate clouds, fog and precipitation. Interferometric SAR (InSAR) uses the phase differences of at least two complex-valued
SAR images acquired from different positions and/or at different times [4]. The
method was introduced by Graham [18] in 1974 for measuring earth topography.
Since then, InSAR has been used for measuring effects of earthquake activity and
other geophysical phenomena [26].
This thesis investigates whether InSAR can be used for 3D mapping of tropical
rain forest trees. Tree level monitoring of tropical forest is needed to enforce national legislation for sustainable forest management and to verify implementation
of guidelines for sustainable forest management as proposed by the International
Tropical Timber Organization (ITTO). Specifically, systems should be available to
monitor logging activities and to detect illegal logging, allowing timely action to
be taken. Because cloud cover severely limits the application of aerial photography
[14], the use of airborne radar is proposed as an appropriate alternative.
To study the potential of radar, the Indonesian Radar Experiment (INDREX)
campaign was executed in Indonesia in 1996 under the auspices of the Indonesian Ministry of Forestry (MOF) and the European Space Agency (ESA). The
15
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Dornier SAR system [11] collected data in several modi over Dipterocarp rain forest test sites in the provinces East-Kalimantan (Borneo) and Jambi (Sumatra). In
the same period aerial photographs were acquired and ground observations were
made. Parameters such as tree 3D position, tree crown dimensions, canopy cover
and terrain slope angle, as well as the location of skid trails and logging roads, are
of particular interest. In principle such information can be retrieved on a routine
basis over large areas from aerial photographs. Repetitive observation would allow assessment of logging intensity, erosion and fire susceptibility, as well as the
verification of reforestation obligations. However, cloud cover too often prevents
timely observation.
Radar does not have this limitation. Short wave, high-resolution radar may
in principle give sufficient information. However, since other physical mechanisms
underlie radar imaging, these images can not be treated in the same way as aerial
photographs. Notably effects of lay-over and radar shadow should be handled
with care. Lay-over, for instance, occurs where two tree crowns of different heights
are located at the same range distance. In conventional non-interferometric radar
images these two tree crowns will be imaged on top of each other, without the
possibility to detect such a situation. In interferometric images this situation can
be detected through the measurement of (phase) coherence. In tropical forests,
height differences between individual trees can be substantial. Emergent trees
in primary and logged-over forests can reach more than 10 m above other upper canopy trees. The same is true for secondary forest, which often comprises
remnants of the former primary forest.
A major part of this thesis deals with the inverse problem [19], [5], termed
canopy reconstruction: the detection of tree crowns in radar images, and the estimation of crown 3D position, size and shape. To reconstruct the forest from the
inherently ambiguous and noisy radar data, one must rely on approximate solutions, satisfying additional a-priori constraints. Very often these types of inverse
problems are solved iteratively with segmentation methods. A popular approach
is the use of pixel-based Markov random fields as local prior models [15], [28], [25].
In this approach, prior spatial constraints are incorporated by treating each pixel
variable as a random variable that is conditionally dependent on neighbouring
pixel variables. A different approach is taken here. Crown shape parameters and
the known scattering geometry are used explicitly to produce speckle free template
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images. These templates are then used in an optimal filtering operation for detecting crowns, and for the estimation of crown 3D position, size and shape. In this
way, all knowledge currently available about InSAR imaging of trees, deterministic
as well as stochastic in nature, is used for inversion.

1.2

Experiment description

In this thesis, X- and C-band interferometric SAR data acquired by the Dornier
SAR instrument during the INDREX 1996 campaign in Kalimantan are analysed.
The test sites include the Wanariset research forest, the ITTO test site for forest
rehabilitation and the ITCI concession [2]. Various InSAR tracks covered these
sites. In this thesis, tracks Kal.l5A, Kal.l7A, Kal.l8A and Kal.l9C are used.
Table 1.1 lists relevant sensor and image acquisition parameters.

Two sets of

Table 1.1: Dornier SAR sensor and image parameters for tracks Kal.l5A, Kal.l7A,
Kal.l8A and Kal.l9C of the INDREX 1996 campaign.
Parameter
Centre frequency, / (GHz)
Chirp bandwidth (MHz)
Polarization
Operating altitude, H (m)
Horizontal baseline component (m)
Vertical baseline component (m)
Transmit receive mode (-)
Swath width (m)
Incidence angle range (°)
Number of independent looks
Range resolution (m)
Azimuth resolution (m)
Range pixel spacing (m)
Azimuth pixel spacing (m)

Kal,15A Kal.l7A Kal.l8A

9.6
100

5.3
100

vv

vv

3267
0.065
0.781

3238
0.115
0.744

Kal.l9C

5.3
100
VV

5.3
100
VV

3243
0.115
0.744

3228
0.115
0.744

1

2

2

2

2000
48-63

2000
48-63

2000
48-63

2000
48-63

4

4

4

4

1.75
0.31
1.25
1.24

1.75
0.34
1.25
1.37

1.75
0.47
1.25
1.89

1.75
0.34
1.25
1.36

ground observations will be used in this study. The first set contains measurements
of 42 trees and their lay-over geometry. These trees were selected specifically for the
purpose of testing models relating the coherence magnitude to lay-over geometry.
This set of observations will be used in Chapter 2. The second set of ground
observations contains measurements, taken in an area of 300 mx240 m, of all trees
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(1064 in total) that have a diameter at breast height larger than 20 cm. The
measurements included the relative position of tree stems, the relative position of
tree crowns, and crown geometry. This second set of observations will be used in
Chapter 3.

1.3

Thesis objective and overview

The operational problems described so far indicate that there is a need for a
thorough understanding of high-resolution InSAR imaging of tropical forest. The
objective of this thesis is to evaluate InSAR as a new method for forest canopy
reconstruction.

Crown spatial positions (x, y, z) and crown dimensions are forest

characteristics that show an observable effect in the InSAR images because crown
branches and leaves are the main scatterers at X- and C-band. Scattering by tree
trunks and the ground will be ignored.
Chapter 2 concentrates on the lay-over problem: two tree crowns with considerable height difference may be imaged into the same resolution cell, resulting in
a scattering phase centre that is located somewhere along the line connecting the
two crown positions. By introducing a simple model for the coherence, it will be
shown that the coherence measurement allows for a 3D position correction of the
highest tree crown.
Chapter 3 introduces an InSAR image simulation method that will be used to
compare different InSAR system configurations (Chapter 5). The InSAR image
simulation method is validated by using a geometric forest model that is constructed from ground observations. After registration of the simulated and observed images, a validation is made by using a statistical approach.
Chapter 4 formulates a theory for optimal statistical canopy reconstruction
using assumptions about the random nature of scattering from vegetation.
In Chapter 5 the InSAR image simulation method developed in Chapter 3 and
the theory of Chapter 4 are used together to compare different InSAR system configurations. The effects of interferometric baseline length, incidence angle, thermal
noise power and number of looks (resolution) are investigated.
Chapter 6 poses remaining questions and provides some guidelines for future
research.

Chapter 2
Height and position
reconstruction of trees using
coherence
2.1 Introduction
In theory the problem of lay-over may be solved to a large extent by making use
of the observed interferometric phase coherence. Loss of coherence is indicative of
lay-over and can be modelled as a function of vegetation height differences. The
largertheheight differences inacertainrangecellthelowertheobserved coherence.
Thiseffect hasbeentermed geometric decorrelation [30,p. 148]and spatial baseline
decorrelation[42]. Expressions for the complexdegree ofcoherence as afunction of
vegetation height have been given in [30]and [20,p. 331]. The authors in [30]note
that the geometric part of the coherence is an extension ofthe Van Cittert-Zernike
theorem [7], [43] from two to three dimensions. The equivalence of InSAR with
Afc-radar is treated in [31],thus allowing the use of ground-based scatterometers
for detailed experiments. To our knowledge results from such ground experiments
have not yet been published. Detailed modelling and validation for a homogeneous
vegetation layer has been done in [38] using the TOPSAR instrument.
This Chapter concentrates on the lay-overproblem. The observed coherence as
found for emergent trees iscompared with predictions using a simple model for the
phase coherence. One may expect that both the three-dimensional shape of the
tree crown and attenuation effects inside the tree crown will influence the phase
19
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coherence. Both these effects are ignored in this Chapter. The first reason to do
so is that most tropical trees have crowns with a rather irregular and open branch
structure as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. Scattering will therefore originate from all

Tree (4,1)

Tree (4,6)

Figure 2.1: Twophotographs of typical trees imaged by track Kal.l9C. The layer dimensions d\ and dn and the layer separation d^ given in the photographs are only indicative
of the real measurements.

over the crown volume and attenuation is a complicated function of crown shape
and scatterer parameters. Secondly, to allow for successful inversion the number
of parameters in the model should be kept as small as possible.
Also the effect of the trunk-ground interaction has been ignored. This effect
may be relevant in some forest types, especially for HH-polarization at small incidence angles [32]. It has been one of the considerations to conduct this experiment
at large incidence angles and at VV-polarization. Moreover, most trunks are located on slopes, the crown coverage is very high and a shrub layer is usually
present, which further diminishes the relevance of this term.
It will be shown that this simplified approach allows for a 3D position correction
of the highest tree when two crowns with considerable height difference are mapped
into the same resolution cell. Application of this simple model may be basic to the
development of inversion algorithms for automated production of 3D tree maps.
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Theory

2.2.1 Model for t h e coherence
The following derivation issimilartotheonegivenin[20,p.331]. Radiation extinction aswellasbackscattering from theground andfrom stems areignored forreasonspointed out intheintroduction. Themeancross-product (Ei(xi, r i ) . ^ ^ , r2))
can then bewritten as [22, p.87],[17]
av(x', y\ z')exp ( i — ( r ^ z / , z')- r'2(y',z'))

xWfo-s'.n-riG/',*'))
xW*(x2-x',r2-r'2(y',z'))dV'
where Ei andE2 aretheelectric field strengths ofthe signalsreceived byantennas
1 and2,(x\,r\) and(x2, r2) aretheazimuth andrange coordinates ofimage 1 and
2, Ks isthesignal gain function, A thewavelength (m), <rvisthevolume backscattering coefficient (m2m~3), Wistheradar impulse response function, Visarange
cell volume (m3)anddV isan elementary volume dx'dy'dz'. Thesymbol m denotes the transmit/receive mode ofoperation: m =1fortransmitting with one
antenna andreceiving with both antennas; m = 2for transmitting and receiving
with the same antenna and toggling between the upper and lower antenna[11].
The latter mode (m= 2) doubles theheight sensitivity oftheinterferometer, and
isoften referred toaspingpongmode. Function Ks contains anumber ofcontributions that must beaccounted forbycalibration, including theradar transmitter(s),
receiver(s) andtheSAR correlator. See[12,p.1112] and [8]foradetailed description. The unprimed coordinates in(2.1) correspond toa reference point for the
impulse response whereas primed coordinates correspond tothe location ofscattering. Asimplified interferometric SAR geometry isshown in Fig. 2.2.Toarrive
at auseful expression for the coherence magnitude |p|, thefollowing assumptions
are made:
1. Theparaxialapproximation canbeused for r±andr2
2. Registration ofthe complex SARsignals from antennas 1and2causes a
decorrelation that canbe ignored
3. <rv(x',y',z') = av(z') resulting in aone-dimensional model

(2.1)
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Figure 2.2: InSAR geometry and scattering configuration. The antenna positions are
numbered as 1and 2and are separated by the baseline distance B. Alocal coordinate
system (77,Q hasbeendefined withtheoriginOhalfway thelineconnectingtwo effective
scattering layers. The thickness of the upper and lower effective scattering layers are
indicated bydnandd\, while dn isthe distance between theselayers.
4. {|i?i| ) = (\E2\ ) due to near identical view directions
5. The noise contributions to E\ and Ei are uncorrelated with equal intensity.
Under these assumptions, the coherence magnitude can be expressed as the product of 'noise' coherence, volume coherence, and slant range coherence magnitudes

IPI

=

Jf s JV v (Qdz'
Ksfav{z')dz' + Kn\n\2

J/^')exp(if^<)d*'|
Jav{z')dz'
2

//VKW

(. 2nmBn
exp 1 \r tan9 rf d$'drf

1^1noise I"Ivolume \r Islantrange '

SeeAppendix Afor the derivation of (2.2). In the next sections it is assumed that
Mnoise= I^Islantrange= 1- The validity of this approximation will be shown later in
Section 2.3.2.

(2.2)
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2.2.2 Models for the volume backscattering coefficient crv(z')
Equation (2.2) contains one single forest dependent function: the volume backscattering coefficient as a function of height (av(z')).
selecting a suitable function av(z').

Two criteria are important for

First, crv(z') must be simple to allow for ac-

curate inversion with a small number of parameters. Second, crv(z') must be an
accurate representation of the vertical distribution of forest backscattering. This
trade-off between model simplicity and accuracy motivates us to select not a single
representation, but to try four different functions av(z') and evaluate their suitability for inversion. Consider a lay-over situation where a tall tree extends above
the other trees (Fig. 2.3). Two effective scattering layers with thickness di and du
Coheieucc equations: (2.6) (2.9) (2.12) (2.13)

{'A
Lay-over region

J o„

3«
o.

^

3d

di

Q : o-ji
Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration of effective scattering layers together with a schematic
representation of the four functions used to describe the vertical distribution of the volume backscatter coefficient av(z'). The four functions for av(z') result in four equations
for the coherence magnitude \p\ as expressed in (2.6), (2.9), (2.12) and (2.13). These
simplified equations for |p| were obtained using different locations for the coordinate
origin O. The variables a and 6are the backscattering contributions from the upper and
the lower scattering layer.
separated by distance d^are shown. The upper layer with thickness dn represents
a single emergent tree crown whereas the lower layer represents the lay-over region
with thickness d\. The volume backscattering coefficient is assumed to be only a
function of z'
<Tv{z') = <7v,u(z') + <Tv,l(*')
2

with <7v,u( ')

an

(2-3)
2

3

d 0v,i{z') the volume backscattering coefficients (m m~ ) for the

upper and lower effective scattering layers, respectively. It seems reasonable to
assume that the backscatter coefficient a0 (m 2 m~ 2 ) for an emergent tree (in isolation, i.e. without its lay-over region) approximates the average backscattering
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coefficient of the forest. Because emergent tree crowns are imaged as lay-over regions, the backscattering coefficient is expected to be about twice as high due to
the contribution of the lower vegetation layer. This was verified by comparing the
average intensity of a large image subset of 2000 azimuth by 1000 range pixels to
the average intensity of a large number of lay-over regions of emergent trees. The
average image intensity for the lay-over regions of emergent trees was found to be
1.80 times the average image intensity of the large image subset. Consequently, it
may be assumed that on average <r° is slightly lower than a° with
°l=

J <rv,u(z')dz' and of = fav^(z')dz'.

(2.4)

The two-layer geometry can now be used to specify four different functions for
crv(z') which will be discussed in detail. The first two functions represent different
scattering geometries related to forest structure. The second two functions extend
the first two functions by allowing the backscattering coefficient of the upper layer
to differ from the backscattering coefficient of the lower layer. Radar shadow,
decreasing the contribution of the lower layer, is the main motivation for this
extension. The four functions for av(z') will result in four equations for the coherence magnitude \p\. In the following these coherence models will be referred to as:
the symmetric delta function (2.6), the symmetric rectangular function (2.9), the
asymmetric delta function (2.12) and the asymmetric rectangular function (2.13).
S y m m e t r i c delta function
The first function for <JV(Z') simply assumes two scattering points (Fig. 2.3)
I /\

Or ( l

Vv{z) = aJ\z

^h + du\

j—)+

0c

r

/ ,

iM

dh + du\

2

+—^—I

(2.5)

with S(z') the Dirac delta function (m _ 1 ). Both scattering points lie at the top
of their respective layer which means that the points are separated by a distance
dh+du. Next, equal scattering of both points is assumed: cr° = of. Using (2.5) in
(2.2) gives for the coherence magnitude
\r I

\PInoise I^1volume \r Islantrange

2
cos I (3

dh+du

(2.6)
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where
2nmBn

P-- Xrsin9

(2.7)

Fig. 2.4 illustrates \p\ as a function of d^+ du.

0

50
100
150
Height difference (m)

200

Figure 2.4: Plot of coherence magnitude \p\ versus d^ + du. Symmetric delta function
(solid line); Asymmetric delta function with a = 0.629 (short dash); Asymmetric rectangular function with equal layer thicknesses d\= du = d (long dash). The parameter
values of this rectangular function are: a = 0.56 and d = 32 m. The following InSAR
system dependent variables were used: 8 = 54.7°, r = 5592 m, Bn = 0.674 m, m = 2.

S y m m e t r i c rectangular function
The second function for <JV(Z') assumes a rectangular function for ov,u(z')
crv,i(z') and equal scattering of both layers, i.e. <r° = erf (Fig. 2.3):

^') =<X( f , | +4.) +A ( - | - dh- | )
with
X(2l,22) =

PIT

(2l<*'<22)

0

otherwise

(2.8)

an

d
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Now \p\ follows as:

\p\

i2/3

1 />(*+*) _e»(*)

\dn

1 / _-^ )_

e

-^

+

*)

(2.9)

A s y m m e t r i c delta function
As a more general case, it can be assumed that backscattering of the upper layer
differs from the lower layer. When the fractions a and b are introduced as (Fig.
2.3):
(2.10)

< + <>?
and

(2.11)

<??,+*?
then, (2.6) can be rewritten as:
I ae v

\P\ =

2

/ + (1 - a)e

p

2

1

(2.12)

A s y m m e t r i c rectangular function
Using again the fractions a and 6, (2.9) can be rewritten as:

i/3
+

0 - o ) (e-vi(±)

_ e -i/3(t+d.)

(2.13)

2.2.3 Bias of emergent tree crown position reconstruction
In the very simple case of the symmetric delta function for ov(z'), the coherence
magnitude isthe absolute value of a cosine function of the height difference between
the top of the emergent tree and the top of the canopy in the lay-over region ((2.6)
and Fig. 2.4). The solution to (2.6) is unique when

o<p(^)<l
For the system parameters mentioned in the caption of Fig. 2.4 the corresponding
height difference range is 0 < <4 + du < 94.8 m. Under the assumption that the

(2.14)
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position of the scattering phase centre is halfway the true position of the tree top
and the true position of its lay-over region, the observed crown coordinates y, z,
for this specific range of height differences, can be corrected using (2.6) as
Arcos#

^

+

w T

0 S

XrsmO
*=Z+2^B™

Z

, ., ..

_ „„.
(2 15)

<i'i>
, ,, .,
^ -

-

/„ a„^
(2 16)
'

In case these correction equations are applied, while in reality the forest layers are
asymmetric, i.e. a ^ b,a bias in the position reconstruction of the emergent tree
results. This bias iscaused by ashift ofthe scattering phase centre inthe direction
of the layer with highest backscattering and a lower reconstruction (or correction)
shift towards the upper layer (since \p\issmaller). Thisbiasisgraphically depicted
in Fig. 2.5 for both the asymmetric delta function (2.12) and for the asymmetric
rectangular function (2.13) with aas the asymmetry parameter. Obviously, under
the assumption that the forest scattering layers can be modelled by the symmetric
delta function (2.6), the correction equations (2.15) and (2.16) perform well in
case there is no lay-over (a — 1) and in cases where there is lay-over and the
backscatter of the upper and lower layers are equal (a = 0.5). In the latter case a
largeerror ismade when nocorrection is applied. For allother cases a bias results,
which, for large values of a, in absolute sense even exceeds the error resulting from
not applying a correction. Under the assumption that the forest layers can be
modelled by asymmetric rectangular function, representing layers of5mthickness
(in this example), and corrections (2.15) and (2.16) are applied, different biases
result (see also Fig. 2.5). In general, it can be stated that the bias depends on
the shapes of both upper and lower layer and that good height corrections for
individual trees are only possible when these shapes are known apriori for each
tree. In practical situations it may be feasible to adopt an efficient average shape,
resulting in optimised correction equations.

2.2.4 Calibration of the correction equations
Suppose that on averagetree positions are best corrected by assuming the asymmetric delta function. In the same way as correction equations (2.15) and (2.16)
follow from (2.6), alternative correction equations now follow from (2.12) by re-
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Figure 2.5: Bias of ^-coordinate versus the fraction of backscatter originating from lower
layer (b= 1— a) for three different cases: The layers are described by an asymmetric
delta function with a spacing d^= 20 m and no correction is applied (lower solid line).
Idem dito except that a correction isapplied assuming a symmetric delta function (upper
solid line). The layers are described by an asymmetric rectangular function with a
spacing dh = 15 m and layer thicknesses d\ = du = 5 m and a correction is applied
assuming a symmetric delta function (dotted line).

placing the term cos x (\p\) in (2.15) and (2.16) with:

sin

1-H2
2

(4o - 4a )

tan * I (2a — 1)tan

sin

/ l-|p|2
(4a - 4a 2 )

• (2-17)

In case a set of data with real tree heights and corrected interferometric tree heights
would be available, the value of the asymmetry parameter a could be tuned to
remove the bias, or to minimize the mean square error (mse), on average. Of course
even more complicated correction equations may be developed, e.g. by assuming
an asymmetric rectangular function with a-priori fixed thickness d representing
the average layer thickness (dj = du = d). In this case the two parameter values a
and d are estimated empirically. Now alternative correction equations follow from
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(2.13) by replacing the term cos x(|p|) in (2.15) and (2.16) with:

\

sin(ip + fid) - sin^

/

where
•0= s i n - 1

\f32<P \p\2 - 2(1 - cos (/?rf)) \ _ / 3 d
2(4a 2 - 4a) (1 - cos (/?d)) I ~ Y

The merit of such a semi-empirical approach is that bias removal could be better
optimised, while the values of the parameters may be related to forest structure
types.

2.3 Experimental
2.3.1 Interferometric SAR data
InSAR data from tracks Kal.l7A, Kal.l8A and Kal.l9C were used for this experiment. Refer to Table 1.1 for a description of the relevant Dornier SAR sensor
parameters and image acquisition parameters. The basic data types provided by
Dornier were the multi-look average intensities and the complex interferogram
given by:
L

1

/ia-^1^1

2

,

(2.19)

1 L
/2<x-^|£2,fc|2

(2.20)

fc=i

fe=i

and
L
fc=i

fc=i

(2.21)
k=i

with L the number of looks per pixel. The z-coordinate image was calculated
from the phase difference arg (p) after phase unwrapping and using the parameters
of Table 1.1. Fig. 2.6 shows slant range images of the observed intensity, the
interferometric z-coordinate, and the coherence magnitude for a subset of track
Kal.l9C. Labeled polygons roughly indicate the positions of the crowns of large
trees that were selected during fieldwork.
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Figure 2.6: Subset of 200x200 pixels of slant range radar data of track Kal.l9C covering the ITTO test site for forest rehabilitation. Images of observed intensity (left),
z-coordinate (middle) and coherence magnitude (right) are shown. The z-coordinate is
scaled between 75 m and 200 m. The observed intensity has a range of 41.8 dB. The
coherence magnitude is scaled between 0.8 and 1. The radar look direction is from left
to right.

2.3.2 Field measurements of individual trees
In situ measurements of large individual trees were made in several study sites in
East-Kalimantan. Tree positions were measured relative to other trees or relative
to known points on a road. For each tree, the total tree height, tree crown dimensions, the height of the tree base relative to all trees in the same study plot,
and the characteristics of the terrain and vegetation in the lay-over region were
measured. In addition it was noted whether the vegetation in the lay-over region
was in the radar shadow of trees closer to the radar or not (Fig. 2.7). Also each
tree crown was photographed from different directions. For these trees d\, da and
<4were determined from the field measurements. A total of 42 trees were selected,
for which the lay-over region was not shadowed by trees closer to the radar. The
values are listed in Table 2.1.

It can be seen from Table 1.1 and Table 2.1 that

the resolution is fine compared to the layer dimensions du and d\ and the layer
separation <4. The slant range coherence magnitude |p| s l a n t r a n g e will decrease as a
function of scattering layer thickness. Even for a scattering layer with a thickness
of 50 m, M s l a n t r a n g e = 0.996, which is still very close to 1. Therefore slant range
decorrelation will be ignored. Decorrelation due to noise is also a small effect.
Using the intensity of a smooth water surface in the far range and the intensity of
forest vegetation, a SNR of 25.92 dB was found. The corresponding |p| n o i s e follows
from (2.2) and equals 0.997. Therefore noise decorrelation will be ignored. Note
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Emergent 2

Figure 2.7: Shadowing of the lay-over region. Indicated are the thickness of the lower
scattering layer d\,the thickess of the upper scattering layer dnand the distance between
these layersd^.
that the decorrelation due to these two effects (1 — |p| n o i s e l/°lsiantrange)

ls

0.007

which is still minor compared to the smallest total decorrelation found for the
trees measured (see Table 2.1).

2.3.3 Crown identification and data extraction
The 42 tree crowns were identified in the radar images with the help of tree field
drawings and tree crown photographs. The crown pixels where selected manually
on the computer screen. This selection step was done using a median filtered image
of the z-coordinate. A 3 x 3 window was used for filtering. The crown coherence
magnitude was estimated by the average of all pixels in the crown region

\P\

1
N

N

J2h

(2.22)

where iV is the number of pixels in the crown region. The average height of pixels
neighbouring crown pixels was assumed to be representative of the height of the
lower layer in the lay-over region. Fig. 2.9 illustrates the two regions. For each
region of neighbouring pixels the average ^-coordinate was also estimated. The
coherence magnitude estimates are biased and the accuracy of these estimates
depends on the sample size. Table 2.2 gives an indication of the bias of the estimate
for 4-look data and an indication of the large sample variance of the estimate for
a sample of N uncorrelated pixels for several values of \p\ according to [37].

The
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Table 2.1: Measurement of thickness of lower layer (d\), thickness of upper layer (d u ),
layer separation (dh)i number of crown pixels (TV) and coherence magnitude (\p\) for 42
trees. For these trees the lay-over region was not shadowed by trees closer to the radar.
Track
Kal.l7A
Kal.l7A
Kal.l7A
Kal.l7A
Kal.l7A
Kal.l7A
Kal.l7A
Kal.l7A
Kal.l7A
Kal.l8A
Kal.l8A
Kal.l8A
Kal.l8A
Kal.l8A
Kal.l8A
Kal.l8A
Kal.l8A
Kal.l8A
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C
Kal.l9C

Tree
17.1
17.2
17.3
17.4
17.8
17.9
17.35
17.101
17.102
18.1
18.2
18.3
18.4
18.7
18.11
18.35
18.101
18.102
2.1
3.1
3.2
3.3
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.9
4.10
4.11
4.12
4.13
4.14
4.15
4.16
4.17
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5

d\ (m)
9.1
3.3
6
12
2
0.5
15.7
15
10
25.3
6.4
21.2
15
40.2
5
17.3
5
10
2
10
10
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
7
5
10
10
10
10
10
10
5
5
5
5
5
5

du (m)
25
7
16
27
20
20
22
39.6
31
25
7
16
27
20
22
22
39.6
31
12.5
13
10
14
18
10.5
11
18
16
19
12
15
12
19.5
19
13
12
26.5
18.75
17.75
22
19
28
14

4 (m)
16.7
20.8
21
22
40
43.5
6.2
-2
31
2.7
15.3
10
23
0.1
19
16.6
18
31
10
15
13
11
13
16
25
29
27.5
29
17.5
21.5
11
-4
3.5
7
10
9
16
-4
21
14
1
17

N(-)
100
39
105
222
77
138
139
267
149
129
23
71
117
116
77
79
226
162
55
43
58
183
87
131
95
192
194
168
246
37
29
77
128
86
140
105
101
176
127
134
170
107

\P\ (")
0.794
0.924
0.807
0.725
0.574
0.648
0.908
0.697
0.701
0.774
0.835
0.753
0.599
0.753
0.651
0.732
0.611
0.639
0.957
0.921
0.926
0.912
0.863
0.872
0.803
0.759
0.769
0.720
0.894
0.851
0.913
0.943
0.955
0.915
0.925
0.808
0.861
0.929
0.852
0.850
0.922
0.918

number of looks specified by Dornier is 5. To verify this, and to determine the
effective number of independent looks, the coherence of a river water surface in
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Table 2.2: Bias (|p|) — \p\and variance var[|p|] of the coherence magnitude estimate for
several values of the mean crown coherence |p| for 4-look data and N pixels according
to [37]. Note that the variance values only apply for sufficiently large N.
\p\
(\p\) - \p\
0.5
-0.024
0.75
-0.023
0.95
-0.007
0.99
-0.002

var[|p|]
0.1802/iV
0.0971/AT
0.0181/TV
0.0034/Af

the far range was measured. Its value of 0.4659 is very close to the value of 0.4571
for 4-look data, that can be computed for a completely uncorrelated surface, and
much higher than the value of 0.4063 for 5-look data [37]. Therefore, since the
water surface still may show some coherence, the number of 4 can be regarded as
a minimum value for the number of independent looks. By studying the image
intensity of a large homogeneous rice field it could be shown that the pixels have
considerable spatial correlation in range, and to a lesser extent in azimuth. As a
result the number of independent pixels reduces in the worst case to 38% of the
sample sizes indicated in Table 2.1. In this worst case, i.e. for |p| = 0.5 and for the
minimum number of pixels, i.e. TV= 23, the standard deviation of the estimate
can be calculated as 0.141. In practice the standard deviations are much lower,
because |p| is usually much higher and the lower values of \p\ are associated with
large samples (large trees) as can be derived from Table 2.1. The bias is small for
all trees and has been ignored in the analysis.

2.4 Results and discussion
2.4.1 Coherence modelling
For the 42 selected trees the observed coherence magnitude was compared with
the coherence magnitude predicted according (2.6) and (2.9), i.e. the symmetric
delta and symmetric rectangular functions, respectively, by substituting values for
d\, du and d^ as recorded in the field. The results are shown in Fig. 2.8. Both
models predict the coherence magnitude well. For the symmetric delta function the
correlation between observed and predicted coherence is 0.912 and the mean error
is 0.007. For the symmetric rectangular function these values are 0.942 and 0.042,
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Figure 2.8: Predicted versus observed coherence \p\: the symmetric delta function (left)
and the rectangular function (right).

respectively. The first function, in general, predicts values that are slightly too low
for low values and slightly too high for high values of the coherence magnitude. The
underlying physical cause may be that for high values of coherence, which relates
to small values of d^ +dn, the lower layer thickness d\ may still be substantial, and
should not be ignored as is done when using this function. For large values of \p\
the reverse may be true, i.e. the thickness of the upper layer du may be too large
to be ignored. The second function in general predicts values that are too high for
the whole range of observed coherence magnitudes. The reason may be that the
upper parts of the layers scatter more than the lower parts, or that one of the two
layers, i.e. either the upper or the lower layer, scatters significantly more than the
other.

2.4.2 Interferometric height and simple position reconstruction
For the same 42 selected trees (Table 2.1) the interferometric height was extracted
from the slant range SAR data and was compared with the interferometric height of
neighbouring pixels. The average height of these neighbouring pixels is assumed
to be representative for the height of the lower layer in the lay-over region as
illustrated in Fig. 2.9. Fig. 2.10 shows the interferometric height difference versus
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Neighbour pixels
Lay-over pixels
Neighbour pixels

Figure 2.9: Illustration of pixels covering the lay-over region and neighbouring pixels
covering the adjacent lower vegetation.
the true height difference d^+ du as measured in the field. It clearly shows that
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Figure 2.10: Underestimation of the true height difference (left) and interferometric
height difference correction when using equation (2.16) (right)
the interferometric height difference substantially underestimates the true height
differences as was expected. It is noted again that the height of the lay-over regions
for these 42 emergent trees cannot be extracted from the images. However, it
can be estimated by the height of the forest surrounding the lay-over region as
illustrated in Fig. 2.9. Now the correction equations can be evaluated by using
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these data. In Fig. 2.10 the interferometric height difference has been corrected
using (2.16) (i.e. the symmetric delta function).

2.4.3 Calibrated tree crown position reconstruction
To be able to apply the asymmetric functions (i.e. using equations (2.12) and
(2.13)), calibration parameters a in (2.17) and a and d in (2.18) have to be determined first. This was done by regression analysis, using all 42 selected trees.
Results are shown in Fig. 2.11 and in Table 2.3. The results clearly show that
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Figure 2.11: Interferometric height difference correction with (2.17) (left) and with (2.18)
(right).
application of correction equations is useful and that both calibrated correction
models outperform the simple correction model. Moreover, since these two models
have a physical basis, the values of the fitted parameters a and d can be related
to the average forest structure. In comparison to the simple correction model
the asymmetric delta function reduces mse[dh + du] from 62.2 to 43.4. The fitted
asymmetry parameter a has a value of 0.63, indicating that most of the backscatter originates from the upper layer. Such an asymmetry is in correspondence with
the inference made at the end of Section 2.4.1.

The calibration result of the

most elaborated model, using the asymmetric rectangular function, is particularly
interesting since it fits both layer thickness (d = 32) and backscatter asymmetry
(a = 0.56), in such a way that reconstruction of (these 42) emergent tree positions
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Table 2.3: Bias removal: Approaches, mean error me[dh + dn] and mean square error
msejdh + du]. Minimising mse[dh + ^u] fits the empirical parameters of the calibration
models.
Approach
No correction
Simple correction: (2.15) and (2.16)
Calibrated correction: (2.17), a = 0.63
Calibrated correction: (2.18), a = 0.56, d = 32

me[dh + du] mse[dh + du]

(m)

K)

13.17
5.14
0.01
0.48

240.14
62.16
43.40
37.94

is optimised on average. As expected when introducing an additional fit parameter, it further reduces mse[(4+ d u ]. However, the additional reduction from 43.4 to
37.9 is not very large. Moreover, it was observed that the minimum for the parameter d, in contrast to the minimum of the parameter a, is not well defined for this
data set. In the limit of d —> 0 the same values are found as for the asymmetric
delta function, as expected. When d is increased, the values for a and mse[dh+ du]
both decrease gently. For d = 1, the optimum value of a is 0.61 and mse[dh + du]
is 42.4; for d = 10, a = 0.60 and m s e [ 4 + du]= 41.7; for d = 20, a = 0.59 and
mse[<ih + du}= 40.1; for d = 32, a = 0.56 and mse[dh + du}= 37.9 (the minimum);
and for d = 33, a = 0.56 and mse[dh + dn]= 38.1. It is noted that for values of d
in excess of 33, equation (2.18) gives no valid solution anymore for the tree with
the highest coherence magnitude. It may be concluded that the forest layering
can not be described well with effective mean layer dimensions. This can also be
inferred from Table 2.1, showing that the thickness of the upper and lower layer
vary widely. Hence, to describe the complicated structure of tropical rain forest
in this way, by effective mean layer dimensions, may be an oversimplification, not
resulting in major additional corrections of tree crown positions.

2.5

Conclusions

The results show that on the basis of field observations and the use of simple models
for the vertical distribution of backscattering, coherence magnitudes of emergent
trees can be predicted well. It is also shown that in interferometric images large
height and displacement errors can occur for individual emergent trees and that
these errors can be corrected using these simple models.
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It is shown that a representation in which all backscatter is assumed to be
originating from horizontal planes located at the top of the emergent tree and at
the top of its lay-over region already gives a fairly good result. Further extension
to horizontal layers improves the coherence magnitude modelling for individual
trees. However, is seems difficult to find an 'effective' mean layer thickness, which
can be used to improve correction for height and displacement errors. Apparently
the structure of the tropical rain forest at the studied site is too complex to make
this meaningful.
The application of correction models is useful since they give a major reduction
of mse[dh+ <^u]• However, the value of mse[<ih+ du] itself should be interpreted with
care. The correction applied is a correction based on the observed coherence magnitude of the emergent crown and its lay-over region. The (relative) interferometric
height of the tree can only be measured relative to the (relative) interferometric
height of its surroundings. Since the height of the surroundings of the lay-over
region may differ from the height of the lay-over region an additional independent
error will be introduced. In other words: the expected accuracy of height correction may be higher than the value of mse[rfh + du] indicates. On the other hand
it should be noted that the best corrections methods are based on calibrations for
which the same trees are used. Moreover, such a calibration is forest structure
dependent and may not give optimal results when applied to other forest types.
From a physical point of view, it is interesting to study the values of the parameters fitted for the calibration models since they reveal properties of the forest
structure. For the set of 42 trees studied, for example, it could be concluded that
slightly more backscatter originates from the emergent crown as compared to its
lay-over region and that the concept of effective mean layers is hardly meaningful.
The results indicated in this Chapter may be very useful for the development
of algorithms for automated tree map production [39]. Further physical modelling
and tree mapping developments are planned using data of a fully inventoried 7.2
ha plot, for which additional X-band data and additional C-band data with a
different look direction exist. The large time elapsed between INDREX radar data
collection and the various field observation periods (up to 3 years now) poses some
interpretation problems. For this reason a new campaign in Kalimantan is under
consideration.

Chapter 3
InSAR Image Simulation
3.1 Introduction
This Chapter describes an Interferometric SAR image simulation procedure for
3D forest canopies. The procedure will be used as a tool to test tree map inversion algorithms and to compare different InSAR system configurations for tree
map inversion. Before the procedure can be applied for these purposes it needs
to be validated using ground truth and experimental InSAR data. The objective
of this Chapter is to validate physical assumptions made at the modelling stage.
The second set of ground observations was used for this purpose. The data set
contains measurements, taken in an area of 300 m x 2 4 0 m, of all trees (1064 in
total) that have a diameter at breast height larger than 20 cm. These 1064 trees
are used to construct a 3D forest geometry model describing the tree crowns which
are the main contributing scatterers at X- and C-band. The 3D forest geometry
model is then used to simulate realistic InSAR images. The simulated images are
compared with observed X-band (track Kal.l5A), and C-band (track Kal.l7A) images acquired during the INDREX-96 airborne campaign. The InSAR simulation
model is an extension of the water cloud model [3] adding interferometric phase
and coherence and describing the geometry of each tree crown. Predictions are
made for three values of the extinction coefficient a: 0.075 m _ 1 , 0.15 m " 1 and
0.3 m - 1 . The comparison is based on the normalised second intensity moment,
the mean coherence magnitude, the histogram of the coherence magnitude and the
autocorrelation of the coherence magnitude.
Only a few papers have been published on the simulation of SAR images of
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a 3D explicit forest scene. Early work by Oliver [27] presents statistical intensity
texture simulation methods based on the autocorrelation function. In the work by
Sun and Ranson [34] a physical model is introduced for predicting high-resolution
C-, L- and P-band intensity images of 3D forest scenes. The model requires many
input parameters describing leaf and branch structure and dielectric properties.
Recently, Sarabandi and Lin [33] have reported a simulation procedure for the
InSARresponseofconiferous treestaking into account 3Dstructure. They account
for multiple scattering (for instance trunk-ground interactions) and therefore need
as input the scattering matrix for each individual scatterer. The advantage of
their approach is that absolute phase relations are described thereby accounting
for interactions between a scatterer and the ground.
The simulation procedure presented in this Chapter does not include multiple scattering because it can be ignored for our purpose. The InSAR signal is
simply described by an algebraic sum of complexscattering amplitudes at different
locations weightedbythe mean attenuatedfield.Forest variablessuch ascrown spatial positioning, crown size, mean reflectivity, extinction and the effect of random
scatterer locations are thus accounted for. Also the basic SAR system parameters
resolution and receiver noise will be accounted for.

3.2

Theory

At X- and C-band, the tree crown is assumed to be an isotropic random scattering
volume consisting of many independent scatterers per resolution cell (single scattering). To describe the phase and coherence of the InSAR, the water cloud model
[3] is extended to include the random phase fluctuations due to the randomly positioned scatterers. (It is convenient to take the well known water cloud model as
a starting point. The basic theory however is described with more detail in [22]).
The two (complex) electric fields after detection can be described by
Ei{x,r) = y/Ks ( fa(x,y,z)elMv^rdej
E2(x,r) = y/K~s ( f a{x,y, z)e^Mrde\

®W(x,r) + A / ^ m

®W(x,r) + ^K~nn2

(3.1)

(3.2)

where a(x,y,z) is the backscattering amplitude and <j>i(y,z), <j>2(y,z) are the two
phases at antenna 1 and 2. It is assumed that cylindrical coordinates can be
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used in 3.1 and 3.2, which corresponds to the zero-Doppler InSAR approximation. (Non-zero squint angle can not be simulated). Kn is the system gain in the
presence of noise. It includes contributions from all the dominant noise sources including Earth's microwave background radiation, thermal noise and other sources
(see [12, p.1113] for a complete description). The additive noise terms ri\ and
n 2 are assumed to have equal mean intensity: (|ni| ) = (|«.2|2) — (l n | 2 )- The
convolution operation denoted by (§>is assumed identical for both antennas, i.e.:
Wi(x,r)

= W2(x,r)

= W(x,r).

Microwave backscattering and extinction are

incorporated in the backscattering amplitude which obeys the following equation:
{a{x,y,z)a(x,y,z)*)

= KvNvahS(x,y,

z)e~2K

N

^s(x,y,,)dr

(3 3)

where Kv is a radar equation constant, Nv is the number of particles per unit
volume ( m - 3 ) , ah is the particle backscattering cross-section (m 2 ), and ae is the
particle extinction cross-section (m 2 ).
This thesis work extends the water cloud model from one spatial dimension
to three spatial dimensions by inclusion of a 3D binary forest structure function
which models tree crown spatial position and crown geometry:
_.
,
I 1 inside a crown volume
S(x,y,z)= \
(^ 0 outside a crown volume.

(3.4)

A further extension of the water cloud model is the explicit description of
the stochastic nature of scattering. Random fluctuations are introduced into the
model by assuming that scatterers have independent uniform random (x, y, z)coordinates. If the resolution cell is many wavelengths across, the phase of the
radar measurement will also vary uniform randomly on domain (—7r,7r). The
phases of E\ and E2 can therefore be written as the sum of a deterministic term
different for both antennas, and dependent of InSAR geometry, plus a uniform
random phase of scattering <f>s identical for both antennas:
My, z) = ^

A. I

\

Jr2 + ^+rB

2 7 r m

cos (e +tan"1

f|

^

+ 0S

+ ^ - r B c o s h ? - R a n " 1 ( | n ) + 0S

(3.5)

(3.6)

where

\[{H zf +V2,

(3.7)
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(3 8)

'^{w^)'

'

B is the baseline length and By, Bz are the baseline components in y- and zdirection. The baseline component in x-direction (Bx) is assumed zero. When the
number of scatterers per resolution cell is large, the resulting random variables
Ei and E2 each have a complex circular Gaussian probability density function.
This result follows directly from the central limit theorem. Refer to [9, p.15] for
proof. Finally, an idealised radar impulse response function (also termed resolution
function) is assumed [30]
^^sin(g) S in(g)
W(x,r) =

,, " . , „ .

•J J

(3.9)

XT

with Sx the azimuth resolution and Sr the range resolution (m).
By assuming that Nv, <7band <7e are constant inside each tree crown, and have
the same value for all crowns in the forest, two new parameters can be identified.
The first is the volume backscattering coefficient av
av = Nvah

(3.10)

and the second is the extinction coefficient
a = Nvae.

(3.11)

The forest is thus described by the two parameters, av and a, and by the structure
function S(x,y,z).

The most prominent fluctuations in the mean images (E\)

and (£2) are caused by S(x,y,z):

individual trees appear locally bright and cast

shadows (a small scale effect). However, both short and longer range variations
in brightness are caused by a (extinction inside a single crown volume causes self
shading). Finally, av isa multiplicative factor that can raise or lower the reflectivity
of the entire scene. The measures that will be used to compare observed with
simulated data will be chosen to be independent of av because the Dornier SAR
intensity data are not absolutely calibrated.

3.3 Simulation procedure
It is difficult to obtain experimental measurements of a. Hoekman [21] measured
the total two-way extinction at X-band for an oak stand with small gaps < 1 m 2 .
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The corresponding range for the one-way extinction a wasbetween 0.12m " 1 and
0.15 m _ 1 . Dueto the different tree crown structure of most tropical trees when
compared to trees in temperate regions, onelower value (a = 0.075 m - 1 ) andone
higher value (a = 0.3m _ 1 ) will be considered here.
Another concern are the two noise terms \/Knri\

and \/Knn2.

The phases

arg(ni) and arg(n2) are assumed to be independent with a uniform pdf. The
mean noise power is assumed the same for both antennas and is derived from the
observed image data as
KB <H 2 > = (a° (x, r))

<g»*"'a>
\|-^forest | /

—

(3.12)

\|-^shadow| /

where
a°(x,r)=

( f\a(x,y,z)\2rde\

®\W{x,r)\2.

(3.13)

The spatial averages (|-Eforest| ) a n d (IShadow| ) are calculated respectively in an
image region containing dense forest and in an image region containing radar
shadow caused by the presence of a high mountain. It is well known that Kn \n\
strongly depends on range distance. The averages are therefore measured at approximately the same range distance as the experimental study site. The simulation procedure cannowbe summarized by the following steps:
1. Calculate forest structure function S(x,y,z)

from field measurements

2. Select a value for a and set av to an arbitrary positive value
3. Draw <f>s in AxAyAz

from a uniform density (—ir, TT) when S(x, y,z) = 1

4. Calculate <j>i and <p2 using (3.5)and(3.6)
5. Substitute (3.10) and (3.11) in (3.3)and calculate

a(x,y,z)

6. Draw arg(rii) and arg(n 2 ) from a uniform density (—ir,it)
7. Assume Ks = 1and calculate Kn \n\ using (3.12)
8. Calculate \[K~nri\ and V ^ n n 2
9. Evaluate 3.1and 3.2 resulting in the complex images E\ and E2
10. Calculate the L-look InSAR images 7j, I2, argp and \p\by repeating steps 3
to 9 L times.
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The above procedure generates a single realisation of L-look InSAR data. The
numerical approach presented has the advantage that it can be adapted easily
to incorporate processes other then random position fluctuations. For instance,
scatterer number density fluctuations could be modelled.
The remainder of this thesis does not require (7°-calibration of the intensity
data. However, in future this might be desirable, in which case, <rv needs to be
determined by making additional assumptions. A simple additional assumption
would be that for optically thick forest, the mean backscatter over the whole scene
isindependent of S(x, y, z) and a. This assumption hasbeen confirmed for tropical
rain forest wherethe mean valuefor 7 = a0/ cos8typically ranges only from 0.199
(-7.0 dB) to 0.229 (-6.4 dB) and over a whole year [41]. Independence of S(x, y, z)
can be understood from the fact that tropical forest vegetation layers have a large
thickness (or height). When layer thickness d—> 00the water cloud model predicts
that [3,equation 6]
7^00 = £-.

(3.14)

Making the above assumption and a calibrated a, the simulation procedure can
be used to calculate calibrated <r°-images for any function

S(x,y,z).

3.4 Method for comparing observed with simulated data
The location of the simulated InSAR images relative to the observed InSAR images was estimated by registration. The simulated image was translated over the
observed image pixel by pixel in azimuth and range direction. For each pixel offset, the linear correlation coefficient between the observed amplitude image and
simulated mean amplitude image was calculated as a measure of fit.
After registration, it isin principle possible to compare observed and simulated
data on a pixel by pixel basis. For instance, after subtracting a simulated image
from an observed image, no structure should be visible in the resulting difference
image. However, in practice the above image subtraction method reveals crown
geometry measurement errors which makes this method useless for the purpose
of validating the scattering model. The crown geometry measurement errors can
exceed 10 m in some cases but are assumed to be randomly distributed over the
measured forest area. Note that a 10m error islarge compared to the radar range
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resolution of 1.25 m and tothe average crown dimension.
Because of these problems, a different, statistical approach is taken here. It
seems reasonable toassume that the field measurements are statistically unbiased
estimates oft h etrue field parameters at thetime of data acquisition. So, the
statistics of simulated andobserved images should therefore bethesame. The
question remains what measures should beused forcomparison. Preferably, these
measures should behighly dependent onS(x,y,z) and a.
A suitable measure fortheintensity images isthenormalised second moment
which iscalculated from the image of/ as:

lV> =0 .
(/)2

It canbeshown that 1^ isdirectly proportional to a. (See also the theoretical
study byWilliams [40]).
Asasecond measure, the mean image coherence magnitude (|p|) isused because
it isinversely proportional to the height variation of scatterers. Due to the irregular
nature of S(x,y,z)

(see also Fig. 3.1), (\p\)isexpected tobemainly determined

by S(x,y,z), and toa lesser extent by a.
As a third measure, thehistograms of |p| arecompared. Theshape of the
histograms could point to detailed modelling errors notnoticed using the other
measures.
The autocorrelation of \p\ inrange direction isused asa fourth measure as it
is expected tobesensitive to a. Theautocorrelation is calculated by averaging
individual autocorrelation functions ofseveral azimuth lines.

3.5 Experimental
3.5.1 InSAR data
Two InSAR tracks were used in this study. The first is X-band track Kal.l5A,
second isC-band track Kal.l7A. Both where acquired from near identical view directions (less than 0.001 radian angular difference) and atnear identical range and
altitude. Since theacquisition geometry is comparable, any differences in image
characteristics can be attributed to other system parameters such as frequency, resolution, noise level and baseline. Kal.l7A was inzero-Doppler geometry; Kal.l5A

(3.15)
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was in squinted geometry. Values for (|£forest| ) and (|£fehadow| ) were obtained for
both images.

3.5.2 Field measurements
Detailed field measurements were made to calculate S(x,y,z).

The positions of

1064 tree crowns in an area of 300 mx240 m were measured using a clinometer.
These measurements were made approximately three years after the radar data
had been acquired. During this period the forest structure will have changed
locally, depending on tree species and light condition. Positions of crown top,
crown bottom, and of 8 points on the periphery were also measured. Points on the
periphery were connected with crown top and bottom using quarter ellipses. The
result is a set of two-dimensional closed and piecewise smooth surfaces. Note that
crown asymmetry is well preserved by the measurement procedure. Note also that
two or more crowns can intersect. Scattering from the ground surface and from
tree trunks is ignored. However, an undergrowth vegetation layer with thickness of
5 m is accounted for. The z-coordinate of the intersection of tree stem and ground
was interpolated (bilinear). The undergrowth vegetation layer was then positioned
on top of the ground surface. Fig. 3.1 depicts j/z-planes at arbitrarily chosen appositions in the three-dimensional binary forest structure function S(x, y, z).

. • • • • J , '.*• / ,

100 m

300 m

Figure 3.1: yz-planes at arbitrarily chosen x-positions in the three-dimensional binary
forest structure function S(x,y,z).
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3.6 Results and discussion
For qualitative comparison, image scaling will be consistent for simulated images.
In particular, the average intensity is always set to -7 dB. The intensity is displayed
on a decibel scale and ranges from -30 dB (black) to 10 dB (white). The phase
difference images are not calibrated which means that they have an arbitrary phase
offset. Each time the phases are displayed on a linear scale from —n to IT. Finally,
the coherence magnitude is displayed on a linear scale from 0.0 to 1.0.
Simulated X-band and C-band images for a = 0.15 m " 1 are depicted in Fig. 3.2
and Fig. 3.3.

Registration for the selection of the corresponding subset from

'V

Figure 3.2: Simulated X-band intensity, phase difference and coherence magnitude. The
images consist of 133 lines (horizontal) by 120 4-look pixels (vertical).

* *

7ffl&
Figure 3.3: Simulated C-bandintensity, phase difference and coherence magnitude. The
images consist of 120 lines (horizontal) by 120 4-look pixels (vertical).
the observed images was done only once using the intensity image and for a =
0.15 m _ 1 . As can be seen from Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3, no single structural feature
dominates, which means that registration will have to rely on the exact locations
of trees (the quality of fieldwork).
Fig. 3.4 shows the correlation coefficient as a function of azimuth and range
translation. Both for X-band and for C-band a clear global maximum can be
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Figure 3.4: Correlation coefficient as a function of azimuth and range translation for
X-band (left) and C-band (right). A clear global maximum can be identified in both
correlation images (white dot). The size of both images is 130 lines (horizontal) by 130
pixels (vertical).
identified. Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 show the rectangular subsets of observed InSAR
data extracted with the registration procedure. It is immediately clear that the

f*

'*W"

Figure 3.5: Observed X-band intensity, phase difference and coherence magnitude. The
images consist of 133 lines (horizontal) by 120 4-look pixels (vertical).

*£U&2
% *"&«
Figure 3.6: Observed C-bandintensity, phase difference and coherence magnitude. The
images consist of 120 lines (horizontal) by 120 4-look pixels (vertical).
observed images are locally very different from the simulated images. However,
the overall structure corresponds quite well (i.e. visually).
Table 3.1 compares the simulated and observed 1^ and (\p\) for X-band.
As expected, the value for 7' 2 ' is proportional to a. However, none of the sim-
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Table 3.1: Normalised second intensity moment I^2' and mean coherence magnitude
(I/O|) for observed and simulated X-band data with varying extinction coefficient a. The
number of pixels TV = 15960.

Image
Observed
Simulated: a - =0.075
Simulated: a ==0.15
Simulated: a - =0.3

/(2)

3.446
1.837
2.250
2.733

<H>

0.942
0.899
0.902
0.890

ulated values is as high as the observed value. The true extinction coefficient
must be larger than a = 0.3 m" 1 , or alternatively, the physical model (including
S(x, y, z)) is wrong. The simulated mean coherence magnitude underestimates the
experimental value by about 0.04. This is a large difference.
Table 3.2 compares the simulated and observed I^ and (\p\) for C-band.

The

Table 3.2: Normalised second intensity moment / ' 2 ' and mean coherence magnitude
(\p\)for observed and simulated C-band data with varying extinction coefficient a. The
number of pixels N = 14400.
Image
1^
(\p\)
Observed
2.627 0.889
Simulated: a = 0.075 1.887 0.880
Simulated: a = 0.15 2.291 0.886
Simulated: a = 0.3
2.757 0.878

simulated values for 1^ correspond well with observed values and indicate that a
is slightly less than a = 0.3 m _ 1 . Contrary to the X-band results, all simulated
values for (\p\) now lie close to the observed value, indicating that at least for
C-band modelling assumptions (including S(x,y,z))

are correct.

Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8 show X-, and C-band histograms of the observed and simulated \p\. Fig. 3.7 illustrates that the underestimation of (\p\) at X-band is mainly
caused by an underestimation of frequency in the highest interval (0.95,1.0). Turning to Fig. 3.8, it can be seen that the same effect explains the large difference
between X-band (|p|), and C-band (\p\). A possible explanation is that X-band
scatterers are concentrated in the upper part of the crown and C-band scatterers all
over the crown. X-band scattering could originate mainly from a very thin crown
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Figure 3.8: Histograms for C-bandobserved and simulated |p|, as dependent on extinction coefficient a.

top layer. Or, at X-band, S(x, y, z) as measured and modelled gives too much
weight to scatterers in the lower part of a crown, resulting in an underestimation
of(|p|>.
It must be noted that an additional cause for a differing (|p|) between X-,
and C-band could be a differing number of independent looks. Nominally, L = 4
looks was used in the simulation procedure. However, the number of independent
looks is a function of SAR system parameters of which not all are at our disposal.
There is a way to measure the number of independent looks from the coherence
image. In shadow areas the true coherence magnitude must be zero assuming
that the noise signals of the two antennas are uncorrelated. The coherence in
shadow areas is therefore only dependent on the number of looks. For X-band the
observed coherence in the shadow region was 0.489 and for C-band 0.451. Thus,
a difference of 0.038 between X- and C-band would be found if all pixels in the
image were shadow pixels. Since only a small fraction of the image consists of pure
shadow, it can be concluded that a differing number of looks cannot explain the
large observed coherence difference between X- and C-band, thereby making the
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X-band scattering mechanism assumption more reliable.
Fig. 3.9 shows X- and C-band autocorrelation functions for the observed and
simulated \p\. The extinction coefficient has a profound effect on the autocorrela1.0
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Figure 3.9: Autocorrelation functions of observed and simulated \p\for X-, and C-band
as dependent on extinction coefficient a.
tion function. Both for X-band and for C-band, a = 0.15 m _ 1 best explains the
data. This is in contradiction with I^> which pointed to a larger a.

3.7

Conclusions

The physical assumptions appear to be better at C-band than at X-band. The
isotropic uniform crown volume bounded by the outer leaves and branches ispossibly incorrect at X-band. Forest structure function S(x, y,z) gives in that case
too much weight to the lower crown region.
An extinction coefficient 0.15 < a < 0.3 m" 1 seems a reasonable choice at
C-band. Twodifferent possibleexplanations ofthe observed difference between Xband and C-band mean coherence magnitude have been discussed. It seems that
the differing number of independent looks cannot explain the difference, leaving
the other explanation related to the differing scattering mechanisms between Xand C-band.
The objective of this Chapter was to assess the validity of the InSAR image
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simulation approachas a toolfor testing tree map inversion algorithms and as a
toolfor comparingsystem designsfor tree mapping. For this purpose, and at Cband, the simulations seem accurate enough. ForX-band more researchis needed.

Chapter 4
Canopy reconstruction theory
4.1 Introduction
This Chapter introduces a theory for forest canopy reconstruction, i.e. the detection of tree crowns and the estimation of crown (x,y, 2)-position, size and shape
from InSAR images. This inverse problem is ill-posed due to the lack of information, caused by lay-over, radar shadow, speckle and noise. Inversion methods
are expected to work well for forest stands over flat terrain. However, serious
problems are expected for logged over forest and for forest on hilly terrain. In layover regions, tree crown detection and parameter estimation is difficult because
different tree crowns are mapped into the same image region. The larger vertical
variation of vegetation scatterers increases the width of the phase difference probability density function (pdf), thereby decreasing the accuracy ofthe crown y- and
z-coordinateestimation. The effect of radar shadow isobvious: notree crowns are
detected in shadowed regions. An earlier developed method [39]used the gradient
of the interferometric height image to estimate the crown boundary from which
crown (x,y,z)-positions were estimated. A disadvantage of that method is that
it does not specifically account for extinction, imaging and speckle. In fact, another (ad-hoc) computer vision method could workas wellor even better. There is
clearly a need for aphysical basis from which inversion methods may be developed.
This Chapter therefore focuses on a theory that uses the extended cloudmodelas
starting point and derives expressionsfor the inverseproblem.
53
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4.2 Data probability density functions
As a starting point it is assumed that the InSAR provides four basic data types.
Antenna 1 provides a multi-look estimate ?i of the radar cross section o\. Antenna 2provides, from a slightly different position, a multi-look estimate 02of the
radar cross section <72- Finally, the raw data from antennas 1and 2are combined
to calculate an estimate p of the complex coherence p (complex interferogram).
Because the radar resolution is much larger than the size of an individual scatterer, images of the estimates dlt 02, arg/5"and \p\ have a noiselike appearance
known as speckle. Knowledge of the probability density function (pdf) of these
random variables isessential to do canopy reconstruction in a statistically optimal
way. Analytical expressions for the relevant pdf's have been reported in literature
[35]and are based on the assumption that the raw data Ei and E2have a circular
Gaussian pdf. It can be shown that the L-look estimate a in this case obeys a
gamma pdf:

tw-fm®"*"'-*

d>

(41)

-"-

Marginal pdf's ofargp and \p\have alsobeen derived usingthese assumptions [35].
The expressions for /(argp) and f (\p\) are quite complicated and therefore not
attractive for inversion purposes. A solution to this problem is to use the mean
cross product C = (E-LE^) instead of the complex interferogram p:
C = pyfo\o\.

(4.2)

The joint pdf of Si, ?2, argC, and \C\ has a simple form often referred to as the
complex Wishart distribution [36,equation 66]

L2L [did2- \C\
' (

CTl,?2, \C ,argC

7TF(L)T(L-l)(^(l-\p\2))

(

2\\L

o\ + a2 — 2\C\ cos (argC1— argp) \
-*

^

L

)

It has been assumed that u\ = a2 = o~ which is reasonable for a single-pass across
track InSAR.
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4.3 Simulated templates
Template matching [10] is a standard method to decide if a given object is present
at a certain image location (i,j) where i denotes the azimuth pixel number and
j denotes the range pixel number. Simulated InSAR templates can be used to
determine the presence of tree crowns and to estimate the position {io,jo) and
shape of tree crowns. The simulation method developed in Chapter 3 allows for
the construction of the templates <7temp, a r g p t e m p and |p t e m p | with given microwave
extinction coefficient a and a vector s with crown shape parameters. To complete
the geometry, the crown shape can be placed above a horizontal flat scattering layer
representing the ground. This has the effect that a steep gradient occurs in all
templates at the crown-ground boundary. The scattering geometry thus created,
serves as an average geometry. Many crown shapes deviate from a symmetric
analytical shape such as a sphere or an ellipsoid. Moreover, partly shadowing
can result in a highly non-linear deviations in the observed image. One would
be tempted to use complicated shapes and describe image deformations caused by
shadowing. However, this will increase parameter estimation errors because purely
random fluctuations in the data start to dominate the solution. The ellipsoid is a
suitable low dimensional shape. Fig. 4.1 shows the template region and template
images of a, a r g p and \p\ using the system parameters: A= 0.0566 m, H = 3000
m, By = 1 m, Bz = 1 m, 8X = 1 m and 5r = 1 m, 8 = 45° and assuming a = 0.3
m _ 1 . The shape and size of the template region is always chosen to be 1 m larger
than the largest shape dimension.

Figure 4.1: From left to right: template region, radar cross section template, phase
difference template and coherence magnitude template.
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4.4 Likelihood ratio image transform
Given the theoretical pdf's and the model templates, an optimal goodness-offit criterion can be defined. Consider first a single pixel at location (i,j). The
goodness-of-fit of parameter a^ with the observed 5 ^ as a function of the crown
parameters can be expressed as the conditional density or likelihood
/ ftj|io, Jo,s) = / (did\ofZi-n

(g)) •

(4-4)

This expression forms the basis for the goodness-of-fit of an entire shape as projected in a certain image region. Let R denote the image region or subset of pixels
(i,j) that iscovered when a crown with parameters io,jo and s is present. Clearly,
R is a function
R = R{to,j0,s).

(4.5)

Depending on the crown shape, the number ofpixels TV in subset R isvariable and
also a function
N = N(s).

(4.6)

The goodness-of-fit of a crown with parameters io,Jo,s

can now

be derived and

will be explained below. Assuming that all pixel values inside the template are
conditionally independent, the joint pdf of the TV random variables conditional on
crown image position io,jo and crown shape s is
/ (?i, • • •,dN|*o,io,s) = J ] / (?<>££,_,.„ (s)) .

(4.7)

i,j£R

A large value of / (<?i, • • •,?jv|*o,jo,s) must be interpreted as a large probability
that a crown with shape vector s is present at image position (io,jo)- However,
to determine whether this crown is actually present at image region R, it isnecessary to test against an alternative hypothesis for region R. A suitable alternative
hypothesis is that the data <7i, • • •, ON are consistent with a horizontal ground
surface geometry with radar cross section ag and joint conditional density
f(a1,---,aN\i0,j0,ag,s)=

J J / (?ij|<7g).

(4.8)

i,jeR

Using the maximum likelihood criterion [13] and the gamma pdf in (4.1), a shape
with vector s is declared present if

n f l /ft>n p j-*M)

n /(?*>*)
ijeR

>L

(49)
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Taking thenatural logarithm onboth sides andsimplifying theresult gives
E °V \ V ~ temp1 , J + N^°Z
N

•*

v

l n

-E

^

m P

(S) > 0-

( 4 - 10 )

Template dependent term

Linear image transform

The left hand side of this expression consists of a linear image transform plus
a template dependent term. The entire operation is a linear transform of the
radar cross section image a anda function ofobject parameters i0, j0 ands. This
transform willbedenoted asH$(io,jo, s). Inpracticetheshapeparameter spaceis
first made discrete, for instance resulting in 10different shapes. Thelinear image
transform in (4.10) must then be evaluated 10times for each template location
(*0ijo) whereasthetemplate dependent term isonlyevaluated 10times. The entire
operation isdone using spatial filtering. However, when applying the convolution
Theorem, the linear filter could be calculated efficiently with the Fast Fourier
Transform [29, p.538].
The question nowarises whether a simple result asin (4.10) canbe obtained
when all observed data (<7i,<72 a n d C) are used simultaneously. Using again the
maximum likelihood criterion a shape with vector s andimage location (io,jo) is
declared presentif
I ! / ( S w . ^ o - , Gj , a r g a i J | a ^ _ J J s ) J | p r - Z « o ( s ) | , a r g ^ „ V , o ( s ) )

i,jeR

> 1.
Ft / {ai,i,j,<T2,i,j, \citj\,a,rgdi:j\ag, |p g | ,argp g )
ijeR

v

i

i

/

(4.11)
Taking thenatural logarithm onboth sides andsimplifying theresult gives
&1.U + <?2,i,i ~ 2

Cij\ cosUrgCtj - argpgj
2
^ g ( l - - \ps\ )

Non-1 inear image transform

^

?

M j + <?2> J " 2

Ci}j cos (argCij —ar

temp

( i-io,j- - * ( ! -

i,jeR

1.temp
\"i-ioJ-jo

")

„ „temp\

.

Non-Hnear image transform

E l n K) 2 (l- - Ip l )
2

g

-^ln(^

m

P)

2

(l-|

temp
rg

l')> 0.

Template dependent term

This transform willbedenoted asHffi s^g (io,jo, s). Thetransform operates on all
available imagedata (four real numbersperpixel) andisagain afunction ofobject

(4-12)
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parameters io,Jo and s. However, there is a problem with this transform. The
difficultyliesin thefact that theheightof atreecrownisnot known a-priori,which
means that phase difference estimates of the crown and the ground are required
at every pixel position. This can be done using maximum likelihood estimation.
An analysis of the trade-off betweencomputational efficiency (H$(io,jo,«)) and
possibly moreaccurateparameter estimates [HSSQ

(io,jo, s)J is outsidethe scope

of this thesis. The next Chapter will therefore focus on the transform H$(io,jo, s)
in equation (4.10), which is fast and straightforward.

4.5 Solution to the multiple response problem
In the field of pattern recognition it has long been known that under noisy conditions, multiple response (multiple matches) will occur close to the true object location [10,p.283],[24]. Consider for instance the casewhere twotemplate matches
occur for two tree crowns that overlap in 3D space. Formally, this situation could
be avoided by incorporating non-independent probabilities for crown 3D locations
using stochastic prior interaction models. Such a theory wasformulated in [24]usingnearest-neighbour Markovpoint processes. Asolution must then be found iterativelybysuccessiveupdatesofposition andshapeparameters. However, asimpler
solution can be obtained through a local analysis of the transforms Hg(io,jo,s)
01

^ffi s2c (*o,Joi s )- The problem of multiple response means that there are at

least two competing solutions, each of which excludes the other as an acceptable
solution. Only one must be selected, and a natural choice isto select the shape for
which H„(io,jo, s) or H9

g

Q(io,jo, s) is largest. What remains is to define when

shapes lie too close to each other. A useful measure is the distance between the
shape centre points as measured in image space (x,r). This distance may not be
too small since this would mean that the twoshapes would occupy the same image
space, a situation which is physically feasible, but very unlikely to result in good
parameter estimates for both shapes. (Refer to the lay-over problem in Chapter
2). The distance can for instance be chosen to be larger than the smallest shape
dimension (which is 3 m in most practical cases). Valid points in Hg(io,jo,s) or
H~ - Q(io,jo, s) can now be selected using a simple local filtering operation.
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4.6 P h a s e unwrapping and position calculation
The previous filtering operation results in a subset of the transform H$ (io,jo,s)
or

-^SiCT26 (*o,io,s) representing crowns with varying (io,jo)-hnage position and

shape s. What remains isestimates of y- and ^-coordinate of the crown centre point
(yo, ZQ) fixing the shape in 3D space. Both coordinates follow from the unwrapped
phase difference 0O,U of the shape centre point (x0,yo,Zo).

An estimate of the

wrapped phase difference </>o,w can be obtained from the average cross-product
over the template region R:

0o,w = arg ] T Citj.

(4.13)

where the wrapped phase estimate 0o,w is related to the unwrapped phase estimate
0o,u by the relation
<?o,w= M0o,u + 7i"Jmod 27H - n.

(4.14)

The unwrapped phase 0o,u can be obtained from this equation using the necessary
assumption that the change of <fo|U between two crowns lying close to each other in
image space is always less than 27r. Using this assumption, </>0iWcan be unwrapped
using a method similar to the methods described in [4]. Finally, assuming linear
and parallel flight tracks, the shape centre point (XQ, J/O,ZQ) follows from <po, io, jo
and the range to the first pixel as expressed in (B.l), (B.2) and (B.3).

4.7 Combining orthogonal tracks
Use of orthogonal tracks (different illumination directions) could improve reconstruction in regions with lay-over or shadow where the reconstruction is problematic in one data set but not in the other and visa versa. However, combining two
data sources introduces additional problems. For instance, the two separate solutions can be locally inconsistent, and one has to choose one of the two solutions or
alternatively a new solution that is an average of each separate solution. A further
problem is that the two tracks need to be geometrically aligned or coregistered.
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Conclusions

Both transforms Hg(io,jo,s)

and H~ s Q(IO,JO,S)

use the theoretical Gaussian

speckle model and simulated template images for optimal canopy reconstruction.
The transform H$ (Jo,jo,s) is straightforward and easy to implement. Because of
its simplicity it will be used in Chapter 5 for comparing the performance of different InSAR system configurations. The transform Hs ~ Q (io,jo,s) is much more
complicated than the transform Hs(i0,j0,s)

and requires for each pixel location

the estimation of two additional phases corresponding to the location of scattering
for the tree crown and the ground surface. The full exploitation of the complex Wishart distribution by the transform Hs ~ g (io,jo,s) could result in much
better tree crown recognition and crown parameter estimation when compared to
Hs (io,jo, s). However, an efficient algorithmic implementation of H9 ~ Q (io,jo, s)
remains to be defined.

Chapter 5
Effect of system parameters
5.1 Introduction
Tostudy the effect ofInSARsystem parameters onthe quality of inverted tree positions this Chapter applies the simulation method of Chapter 3. The parameters
of interest are the total number of detected crowns and crown (x,y,2)-positions.
The inversion isbased on the transform Hg(iQ, j 0 , s) that wasintroduced in Chapter 4

5.2 Theory
5.2.1 Effect of baseline length
Baseline length influences the height sensitivity /3 (rad m _ 1 ) ofthe interferometer.
Increasing the effective baseline Bn makes the interferometer more sensitive to
the height variation of scatterers. However, increasing Bn decreases the coherence
in accordance with the Van Cittert-Zernike Theorem, thereby increasing random
errors in the y- and ^-coordinate. In the limit Bn —• co, the y- and 2-coordinates
become uniform random variables. In the limit Bn —> 0, the SNR will dominate
the coherence magnitude and a small random phase error will cause a large error
in y and z. It can be concluded that an optimum Bn must exist. The Cramer-Rao
bound for the phase standard deviation was shown to be given by [30]

i t/i - M'
"WL
M '

MW
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The standard deviations of y and z are then approximately

•"W«£sS

<52»

std[z]«^.

(5.3)

and

This givesthe exact functional dependence of (y,z)-errors on Bn via \p\. This relation depends strongly onforest 3Dstructure and cantherefore only be determined
using numerical simulation. Another concern is the height of ambiguity defined
by [4]
rXsinO

*-=^ B T

(5 4)

When Bn increases, z^ decreases, thereby increasing the chance that a crown is
reported at a wrong (y,^-location due to random y- and z-errors.

5.2.2 Effect of incidence angle
Incidence angle 6 is the only parameter that changes the lay-over geometry. It
changes the configuration of scatterers inside the resolution cell. Incidence angle
has therefore a strong influence on the geometric decorrelation. Small incidence
angles will result in large decorrelation whereas large incidence angles result in
small decorrelation. However, large incidence angles will result in an increase in
shadowed area.

5.2.3 Effect of thermal noise power
The relative contribution of thermal power \n\ to intensity \E\ increases with
altitude H as H3. Flyinghigh has the advantage that motion compensation errors
are smaller because there is often less turbulence at greater altitudes. More important, increasing altitude increases swath width making the system cheaper to
operate. It is therefore useful to evaluate the effect of thermal noise on tree map
retrieval errors. An increase in \n\ has two different degrading effects on inverted
tree maps. First, an increase in \n\ decreases intensity contrast making detection
more difficult. Second, an increase in \n\ causes an increase in random y and
z error via the coherence magnitude. To quantify this second effect, consider a
crown with SNR = 100 (20 dB) and zero volume and slant range decorrelation

'
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( I P L U ™ = Msiantrange = l-0) • The noise coherence is M n o i s e =SNR/(SNR+1) «
0.99. For a single-look pixel (L = 1), a coherence of 0.99 gives std[0] « 0.1. For
an InSAR with m = 2, Bn = 1 m, A = 0.056 m, r = 5000 m and 9 = 45°, the
height sensitivity /? « 0.0635 rad m _ 1 . The resulting y and z errors are std[y] =
std[z] « 1.58 m. These errors are acceptable, since in practice not a single look but
more than 100 looks can cover a tree crown. However, since |p| vo i ume will dominate
\p\ for most forests, the errors are expected to be much larger. A realistic value
f° r Hvoiume c a n

om

y b e obtained numerically using a realistic 3D model forest and

the simulation method.

5.2.4 Effect of number of looks (or resolution)
The number of looks, or resolution, affects both the detection and the position
estimates. Detection becomes more difficult when speckle dominates the intensity
images. Increasing the number of looks with a given factor also decreases the
(y, z)-coordinate errors with approximately the square root of that factor.
Table 5.1: InSAR system configurations that were compared. Baseline 2-component Bz,
incidence angle 8, number of looks L and Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR).

System
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Bz(m)
1
0.5
1.5
1
1
1
1
1
1

on
50
50
50
55
60
50
50
50
50

L (-)
4
4
4
4
4
2
8
4
4

SNR (dB)
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
15
25

5.3 Experimental
Theoretical InSAR images were calculated for nine different InSAR system configurations using a realistic forest geometry containing 50 spheres representing tree
crowns. The 50 spheres with a fixed radius of 5 m were placed at a random 3D
location above a plane horizontal scattering layer. The z-coordinate of the sphere
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centre varied between 10 m and 20 m. The horizontal vegetation layer extended
from 2 = 0 m to z = 1 m. The following set of system parameters is common
to all simulations: By = 0.5 m, A= 0.056 m, H = 3000 m and m = 2. The
remaining system parameters were chosen as small variations around the Dornier
SAR system as operated during INDREX-96. Table 5.1 lists the InSAR system
configurations that were compared. To calculate the position error, a one-to-one
correspondence was established between true and inverted positions. Each true
position was matched with only one inverted position using the following procedure. The Euclidian distance J{x — x)2 + (y — y)2 + (z — z)2 was computed for
allpossible pairs oftrue and estimated positions. Pairs were then selected in order
of increasing distance and only if either the true or the estimated position was not
already selected.

5.4 Results and discussion
Fig. 5.1showstrue and inverted crownpositions for system 1 inTable5.1 projected
onto the xy-plane. A systematic shift towards smaller j/-values can be seen. This
effect is large when the ground surface is directly illuminated by the radar (layover) which isapparent for the crownsclosest to the radar. This inversion example
also shows that the multiple response problem still occurs in some cases. For
instance, a clustering of three inverted crowns is found near to the true crown
location of x m 65 m and y « 3860 m. Fig. 5.2 shows the simulations of radar
cross section a, interferometric phase argp and coherence magnitude \p\for the 9
systems in Table 5.1. Although the images look very similar, some differences can
bedetected byeye. Table 5.2 liststhe number ofdetections and theposition errors.
As expected there is a systematic bias in the y- and 2-coordinate estimate. This
bias could be removed with the method outlined in Chapter 2. The differences
between systems issmall. System 5performs wellsinceit has a high detection rate
plus relatively small mean errors and mean absolute errors in the coordinates.

5.5

Conclusions

In theory, the effect of baseline length B, incidence angle 0,thermal noise \n\2 and
number of looks L can be explained. The configuration of crowns in the 3D forest
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3940

3920

3900

3880

3860

3840
120

Figure 5.1: True (solid line) and inverted (broken line) crown positions for system 1
projected onto the xy-plane.

Table 5.2: Number of detections N&,mean errors (me[xo], me[j/o] and me[z0]) and mean
absolute errors (mae[xo], mae[2/o] and mae[zo])-

System
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Nd me[i0]
47 0.3
47 -1.0
47 -0.9
46 0.3
48 1.0
46 -0.5
43 -0.2
47 0.3
47 0.3

me[y0] me[z0]
-3.1
-2.7
-3.7
-2.7
-2.7
-2.4
-2.2
-2.6
-2.6
-1.9
-2.8
-2.8
-2.3
-2.7
-2.7
-3.1
-2.7
-3.1

mae M
2.2
1.8
1.8
1.3
2.1
1.8
1.0
2.2
2.2

mae bo]
3.6
4.0
3.4
3.0
2.7
3.6
2.8
3.6
3.6

mae[zo]
3.0
2.7
2.6
2.9
2.5
2.9
2.9
3.0
3.0
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System 1

If

System2 ' * £ A

System 3

^Wft

System 4

System 9

Figure 5.2: Simulations of radar cross section a, interferometric phase argp and coherence magnitude \p\ for the 9 systems given in Table 5.1. Simulations are of 50 crowns
randomly positioned above a flat scattering plane.
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structure is however critical in quantifying the magnitude ofthese effects. Numerical simulations have shown that for the parameter ranges under consideration all
9 systems perform similarly. This indicates that there is quite some flexibility in
operating modes, and also that InSAR's couldstill operate at low SNR (15 dB)
enablinghigherresolution, higher altitudes or lowertransmitpower.
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Chapter 6
Questions and recommendations
In this Chapter, questions are asked about the previous Chapters on the bases of
which recommendations for future research are given.

6.1 Is the scattering model appropriate?
The first and second order image statistics used in Chapter 3 for comparing observedwith simulated data isnot sufficient to decideonthevalidity ofthe extended
cloud model for a single tree crown. For inversion, it is important to know the
spatial pattern of the underlying backscattering amplitude, interferometric phase
and coherence magnitude for a single tree crown as a function of crown shape,
branch structure and species. The validation whichis now lacking,canbe madeby
flying the same short track many times. Ten acquisitions will reduce the speckle
levelsufficiently sothat a detailed analysis can be donefor a number of interesting
geometries (i.e. different tree species, solitary tree, lay-over situation). Preferably
these geometries are measured before or during radar data acquisition.

6.2 What are new developments?
Combining two orthogonalInSAR tracks is the most promising method that can
solve to a large extent the problems of lay-over and shadow. An open question
is whether existing SAR processing methods (such as motion compensation) are
sufficiently accurate or not for a successful spatial registration of the two tracks.
The INDREX tracks Kal.l7A and Kal.l8A are well suited for an initial analysis.
69
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Multi-baseline and multi-altitude InSAR add observations with a differing
height sensitivity. This could improve the calibration of position correction equations. Multi-baseline InSAR can be operationally attractive because two effective
baselines can be made by using only a single physical baseline and processing the
signals in two different ways at the expense of resolution.
At high resolution, polarimetry could provide information related to structure
and species. Polarimetric interferemetry at L- or P-band may yield information
on forest height.

6.3 How to proceed?
The assumption of many identical independent random scatterers per resolution
cell leading to circular complex Gaussian pdf's for E\ and Ei may be violated at
higher resolutions. It is thus recommended that the statistics of C-band InSAR
data are studied for these higher resolutions.
The lack of simultaneous good quality ground truth measurements made the
INDREX data unsuitable for validating inversion methods. In this thesis, only simulated images could be used for this purpose. New InSAR experiments directed
towards the validation of inversion methods are required. It seems better to experiment first in European plantation forests. These are spatially more homogeneous
and the logistics are simpler. Moreover, the theory developed in this thesis may be
of interest for operational monitoring of European plantation forest. However, the
theory has been developed for the application in tropical forest where the certification of wood is almost impossible without an effective all-weather monitoring
system. More InSAR experiments with emphasis on timely acquisition of ground
truth will therefore be needed in tropical regions on Earth.

Appendix A
Derivation of equation (2.2)
This derivation of (2.2) issimilar to the onegiven in [42]and [1]. Anew coordinate
system (£,TJ,£) is introduced with origin at expansion point (x, y,z) but rotated
9— IT/2 with respect to z (plane wave approximation) [4,p.R8]
1

v'
C

0

0

x' — X

0 sin9 —cos 9
0 cos9

(A.l)

y' -y
z' — z

sin9

Following [17, p. 209] the paraxial approximation can be used for the two range
distances

r;

/ ( r f + ( c + | ^ , +(c±±r
BT

Bp +\ (r'Y+lC'

(A.2)
Ba\*

,, (c-f)

Bv +r' +

(A.3)

2r'

where Bn = Bcos(9 —a) and Bp = Bsin (9— a). Relative to the expansion point,
the phase difference 0 is now [4,equation 27]
5

2nmBn
P+ - ^ - C

(A.4)

Using (A.l) in (A.4) the mean cross-product {EiE%) becomes ([20], equation 9)
(ExEl) = Kse-*-^

[ \W (Z\v')f °v(zV2-^ay'~y)c°se+iz'~z)sine)dV'.
Jv

(A.5)

In arriving at (A.5), it has been assumed that registration of the two complex
channels is perfect, and that av(x',y',z') = o~v(z'). To make progress, a change
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of integration variables is needed [23, p.247]. Using (A.l) results in the following
transformation
rj + (z1- z)cos9
y -v

sm(

(A.6)

z — z =z —z.
Substitution of (A.6) in the complex exponential term in (A.5) gives
j2-^((y'-y)coS0+(z'-z)sine)

=

ei^^(^+(z'-*)^+(*'-*)sinfl)

(A.7)

6 Artane ' Q1 Xr

The Jacobian of the transformation in (A.6) is
J

d(v'-y)

d(y'-y)

drj'
d{z'—z)
d-q'

d(z'-z)
d(z'-z)
d{z'-z)

1
sin6

0

cos6
sin0

1

(A.8)
sint

Using (A.7) and (A.8) in (A.5) gives
(EXE*2) = i C

e '

A

g

If

\W {£,*{)| 2e ' S S s K d C V x

fav(z')ei2^z'dz'.
(A.9)

The received intensities are approximately equal due to an almost identical lineof
sight,
(E.El) = (E2E*2) =- ^ (KS Iav(z')dz' +Kn \n\A .

(A.10)

To arrive at (A.10) it has been assumed that the noise contributions inboth
channels are approximately equal. Note that the noise terms do not appear in the
expressions for (E\E2) because the complex variables n\ and n2 are uncorrelated.
The complex coherence is defined [6]
{EXE*2)
2
2

V<Kl ><Ki >'

(A.ll)

The following derivation hasbeen given indifferent forms by Zebker and Villasenor
[42] and by Askne et.al.[l}. Inserting (A.9) and (A.10) in(A.ll), the coherence
magnitude becomes
Ks\jJ\W(£',r}')\2tf^SsKdW

M

I/0- v (*')e i £a^*'dz / |

KsJ av(z')dz' + Kn

Multiplying both the numerator and the denominator with KsJcrv(z')dz' results
in (2.2).

(A.12)

Appendix B
Position ofthe scattering phase
centre
Calculating theposition (x,y,z) ofthepixelscatteringphasecentrerequiresknowledge of various SAR system and SAR processing parameters. Exact and approximate solutions ofthe Interferometric Range Doppler Equations are discussedin
[16]. In this thesis thetwo antennas areassumed to follow linear andparallel
tracks. The z-coordinate follows from azimuth pixel number i and azimuth pixel
spacing5t
- ^ S^

(B.l)

Using theapproximation r\ +r^ « 2r,the y-and^-coordinate follow fromthe
slant range r and the calibrated unwrapped phase difference: (j)u as

(R2)

-'-("-"'(^^•'(l))z =H- Vr 2 - y2.

(B.3)

The slant range coordinate r follows from the range tothe first pixel, therange
pixel number j , and the range pixel spacing5j
r = range tofirst pixel 4- Ij — — )$j-
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Summary
Tree level monitoring of tropical forest is needed to enforce national legislation
for sustainable forest management and to verify implementation of guidelines for
sustainable forest management as proposed by the International Tropical Timber
Organization (ITTO). This thesis investigates the possibilities of InSAR for the
retrieval of 3D crown positions.
To study the potential of imaging radar, the Indonesian Radar Experiment
(INDREX) campaign was executed in Indonesia on Borneo and Sumatra in 1996
under the auspicesofthe Indonesian MinistryofForestry (MOF) and the European
Space Agency (ESA).
Chapter 2concentrates onthe radar lay-over problem. The observed coherence
asfound for emergent treeswascompared withpredictions using asimplemodel for
the phase coherence. The coherence wasmodelled using four different functions for
the volume backscattering coefficient av(z'): the symmetric delta function (2.6),
the symmetric rectangular function (2.9),the asymmetric delta function (2.12) and
the asymmetric rectangular function (2.13). In general, it can be stated that good
position corrections for individual trees are possible only when crown shapes are
known apriori for each tree. In practical situations it may be feasible to adopt
an efficient averageshape, resulting in optimised correction equations. Results
show that coherence magnitudes of emergent trees can be predicted satisfactory
on the basis of field observations and the use of simple models for the vertical
distribution of backscattering. It was shown that good results can be obtained
when all backscatter is assumed to be originating from horizontal planes located
at the top of the emergent tree and at the top of its lay-over region.
Chapter 3 describes an Interferometric SAR image simulation procedure for
3D forest canopies. The procedure may be used to test canopy reconstruction
algorithms and to compare different InSAR system configurations for canopy reconstruction. The InSAR simulation model is an extension of the water cloud
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Summary

model [3] adding interferometric phase and coherence and describing the geometry
of each tree crown. Predictions were made for three values of the extinction coefficient a: 0.075 m _ 1 , 0.15 m _ 1 and 0.3 m _ 1 . At X- and C-band, the tree crown
was assumed to be an isotropic random scattering volume consisting of many independent scatterers per resolution cell (single scattering). Random fluctuations
were introduced by assuming that scatterers have independent uniform

random

(x, y, 2)-coordinates. The forest was thus described by the two parameters, <rv and
a and by the binary forest structure function S(x, y, z). Results of the comparison
indicate that the isotropic uniform crown volume bounded by the outer leaves and
branches is possibly incorrect at X-band. The physical assumptions seem appropriate at C-band indicating that an extinction coefficient 0.15 < a < 0.3 m _ 1 is
quite realistic at this frequency.
Chapter 4 introduces a theory for 3D forest canopy reconstruction from InSAR
data. An optimal method is proposed that uses the assumption that the electric
fields E1 and E2 each obey a complex circular Gaussian probability density function. Simulated templates of crown shapes were then used to optimally locate
crowns in the InSAR data. Two likelihood ratio image transforms were derived
for this purpose. The transform Hg(i0,j0,s)

uses only the radar cross section

image to estimate crown location and shape. The transform H~ ~ Q (io,Ja,s) on
the other hand uses in addition interferometric phase and coherence magnitude.
The transform Hg (io,Jo, s) has been implemented efficiently whereas the transform
Hg ~ Q (i0,jo,s) will need further study on efficient implementation.
Chapter 5 uses the InSAR image simulation method to study the effect of
the system parameters: baseline length, incidence angle, thermal noise power and
number of looks. Results indicate that InSAR's

could still operate at low SNR

(15 dB) enabling higher resolution, higher altitudes or lower transmit power.

Samenvatting
Het monitoren van tropisch bos is noodzakelijk voor het naleven van de nationale
wetgeving met betrekking tot duurzaam bosbeheer en de controle op het ten
uitvoer brengen van richtlijnen, zoals vastgelegd door de International Tropical
Timber Organization (ITTO). In dit proefschrift werden de mogelijkheden van
de InSAR techniek voor het meten van boomkroon posities in tropisch regenbos
onderzocht.
Omdemogelijkheden van 3D-radarbeeldvorming te bestuderen hebben in 1996
het Indonesische Ministerie van Bosbouw (MOF) en de European Space Agency
(ESA) het Indonesian Radar Experiment (INDREX) uitgevoerd.
Hoofdstuk 2 is gewijd aan het radar lay-over probleem. De waargenomen coherence is vergeleken met voorspellingen van een eenvoudig model voor de fase
coherentie. In dit model zijn vier verschillende functies voor de radarreflectie gebruikt: de symmetrische Delta functie (2.6), de symmetrische rechthoekige functie
(2.9), de asymmetrische Delta functie (2.12) en de asymmetrische rechthoekige
functie (2.13). In het algemeen kan gesteld worden dat een goede positie correctie
voor afzonderlijke bomen alleen mogelijk is indien de vorm van de kroon voor elke
boom vooraf bekend is. In depraktijk ishet mogelijk omeengemiddelde vorm aan
tenemendieresulteert ineengeoptimaliseerdecorrectievergelijking. Deresultaten
laten zien dat de coherentie zich goed laat voorspellen op basis van veldwaarnemingen en eenvoudige modellen voor de verticale spreiding van de radarreflectie.
Er is aangetoond dat een model met horizontale vlakken al een redelijk resultaat
heeft.
Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft een 3D expliciete InSAR-beeld simulatie methode voor
bos. De werkwijze kan gebruikt worden bij het toetsen van algorithmen voor
boomlaag reconstructie. Het InSAR simulatie model is een uitbreiding van het
water cloudmodel [3]met interferometrische fase en coherentie, en met degeometrie van iedere boomkroon. Beeldsimulaties zijn gedaan voor drie waarden van de
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extinctie coefficient a: 0.075 m _ 1 , 0.15 m _ 1 en 0.3 m _ 1 . Voor X-en C-band wordt
de boomkroon beschreven door een isotroop random medium bestaande uit een
groot aantal onafhankelijke reflectoren per resolutie cell (single scattering). Het
totale bos wordt beschreven door twee parameters, <jv en a en door de bosstructuur functie S(x, y,z). Deresultaten latenzien dat het modelmogelijk niet correct
is voor X-band. Voor C-band zijn de aannamen beter en een extinctie coefficient
0.15 < a < 0.3 m^1 lijkt realistisch.
Hoofdstuk 4 introduceert een theorie voor 3D boomkroon reconstructie uit
InSAR data. Een statistisch optimale methode wordt behandeld onder de aanname dat het electrische veld (E\ en .E2) een complex circulair Gaussische kansdichtheid heeft. Gesimuleerde templates van boomvormen worden gebruikt voor
het optimaal localiseren van boomkronen in de InSAR data. Daartoe worden
twee beeldtransformaties geinteroduceerd. De transformatie Hg(i0,j0,s) gebruikt
slechts de radarreflectie om kroon locatie en vorm te schatten. De transformatie
H^i a2c (*0;iojS) daarentegen gebruikt ook nog interferometrische fase en coherence. De transformatie Hg(i0,j0,s)

kan efficient geimplementeerd worden. De

transformatie H9i ~ Q(io,jo,s) daarentegen moet nog verder onderzocht worden
om tot een efficiente implementatie te komen.
Hoofdstuk 5gebruikt InSAR beeldsimulatie voor het bestuderen van het effect
van de systeemparameters: baseline lengte, inkijkhoek, thermische ruis en het
aantal looks.Het resultaat laat zien dat InSAR's onder relatief lage SNR (15 dB)
ook nog operationeel gebruikt kunnen worden voor boomkroon reconstructie. Dit
betekent dat enige flexibiliteit voor handen is en dat een hogere resolutie, een
hogere vlieghoogte, of een lager zendvermogen gebruikt kan worden.
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Cover: Phase difference image of tropical forest in East-Kalimantan. The image is
a subset of 2000 azimuth lines by 1400 range pixels taken from track Kal.l7A. The
image was acquired with the airborne Dornier SAR system during the Indonesian
Radar Experiment (INDREX) in 1996.

